Abstract
Cyber-physical systems can be found in many areas, e.g., manufacturing, healthcare or smart cities. They consist of many distributed components cooperating to provide increasingly complex functionality. The design and development of such a system is difficult and error-prone. To help engineers overcome these challenges we created a formal, scenario-based specification language. Short scenarios, i.e., event sequences, specify requirements and the desired behavior of individual components by describing how components may, must, or must not behave. Scenarios provide an intuitive language for creating formal assume-guarantee (GR(1)) specifications, giving engineers easy access to simulation, for validating the specified behavior, and controller synthesis, for creating controller software which is correct by construction. In this paper we present an approach for generating Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) code from a scenario-based specification. Previous code generation efforts, including our own, created large, verbose source files causing some tools, e.g., compilers or editors, to perform slowly or even become unresponsive. Our new approach creates compact files, shifting significant amounts of code from executable instructions to data, to reduce the burden on the compiler and other tools. The generated code is efficient and introduces minimal to no latency between the occurrence of an event and the system's reaction to it.
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1. Introduction
Cyber-physical systems can be found in many areas, e.g., manufacturing, healthcare or smart cities. In a cyber-physical system many components, such as robots for example, need to cooperate to provide some desired functionality. Each component may even be involved in multiple concurrent cooperative processes. As users demand increasingly complex functionality, the required behavior of each component becomes increasingly complex as well. This complexity makes designing and developing cyber-physical systems a difficult and error-prone task. At all times engineers need to account for the multitude of scenarios each component may be involved in concurrently.
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To help with the software development for such systems we created a formal, scenario-based specification language, called Scenario Modeling Language (SML) [7]. SML allows engineers to express, in an intuitive way [1], how components may, must or must not behave. Short scenarios, i.e., event sequences, specify requirements and desired behavior as well as assumptions about the environment’s behavior. SML specifications enable simulation for manual validation of the specified system early in the design process. Additionally, the specifications can be automatically checked for realizability, i.e., can a system even behave in the specified way or are there any requirements which contradict each other. This automatic checking is based on a General Reactivity of rank 1 (GR(1)) condition, thus accounts for environment assumptions: can the desired system behavior be achieved given that the environment behaves as assumed? These features, simulation and automatic checking, help engineers to create good specifications.

However, a good specification does not guarantee that implementations derived from it work as intended. We therefore developed a code generator which generates Structured Text that can be executed on common Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). The generated code is correct by construction and takes care of the complex interleaving of individual component’s behavior into one coherent system behavior. Only hardware vendor-specific details have to be implemented manually. If, for example, the specification requires a robot to move into a specific position under certain circumstances, the generated code will automatically issue an instruction to the robot in the proper situation. Only how the robot carries out this atomic task, performing the required movement, needs to be implemented manually.

Code generation often creates large, verbose source files causing some tools, e.g., compilers, editors, or version control software, to perform slowly or even become entirely unresponsive and thus causing unnecessary downtime for engineers. In this paper we present a code generator which produces compact source files which carry significant amounts of the generated code as data, by representing transitions between states of a state machine via mapping functions which themselves are encoded by integer arrays, as opposed to executable instructions. This reduces the burden on all tools processing the generated code, especially the compiler. Furthermore, the generated code is efficient and introduces minimal to no latency between the occurrence of an event and the system’s reaction to it, especially compared to our previous efforts in the area of code generation [8].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a running example, while Sect. 3 explains the core concepts of SML and software controller synthesis from SML. Section 4 then builds on these foundations to present our code generation approach. The paper concludes with related work in Sect. 5 and a summary in Sect. 6.

2. Example

We use a production system example of a typical manufacturing process as shown in Fig. 1 to explain our approach. In the example, blank work items arrive via a conveyor belt, are transported to a press by a robot arm, and are then pressed into useful items. These items are transported to another conveyor belt by a second robot. The figure also shows the guarantees, i.e., requirements and desired behavior, the system must fulfill as well as the assumptions under which it must fulfill these guarantees. The assumptions model the environment the system will be in when it is in use.

Guarantees G1-G5 not only define the system’s desired behavior and requirements, they also include additional conditions, e.g., “[...] the feed arm must pick it up when possible.” in G1. A new blank may arrive while the feed arm...

Fig. 1. A production system (left) consisting of two robot arms, each adjacent to a conveyor belt, a press, and a software-based controller sending instructions to other components as well as processing their sensor inputs. An informal specification for that system is shown on the right.
is still delivering the previous blank or is still on its way back to the feed belt. In these cases the feed arm must only
be instructed to pick up the newly arrived blank when it is at the feed belt while not already carrying an item.

A1 specifies that no queue of unprocessed work items forms at the feed belt as the feed arm is able to pick up any
new blanks more frequently than they arrive. Assumptions A2-A5, which engineers usually make implicitly, specify
that all components are operating normally and eventually finish their tasks. Making them explicit is necessary for
formal methods such as simulation or controller synthesis. They also improve the maintainability of a specification.

3. Scenario-based Modeling

To help engineers with the development of reactive systems, including cyber-physical systems, we developed a
scenario-based modeling approach centered around a DSL we call Scenario Modeling Language (SML) [7]. SML,
which is a text-based variant of Life Sequence Charts [11], makes it easy to write formal, scenario-based specifications
by writing short scenarios. Each scenario describes how components may, must, or must not behave. Listing 1 shows
an excerpt of an SML specification, a more detailed version of which can be found in [8].

Scenarios are automatically interwoven into a coherent system behavior based on common events (e.g., lines 12 and
16) instead of requiring explicit function calls. Most events are message events representing sensor events (e.g., line
2), components reporting that they finished a task (e.g., lines 7 and 9), or the software controller sending instructions to
another components (e.g., lines 4 and 8). But events may also be based on the system’s state (e.g., line 10). Comparing
the informal guarantees and assumption from Fig. 1 to their formal scenario counterparts in Listing 1 shows that the
informal and formal version are similar, making it easy to formalize requirements and assumptions as scenarios.

The play-out algorithm [11] defines how multiple concurrently active scenarios are interwoven into valid event
sequences. In SML, components are divided into controllable system components (the controller in the center of the
left side of Fig. 1) and uncontrollable environment components (every other component). The play-out algorithm waits
for the environment to choose an event, activates and progress scenarios accordingly, and then picks a valid reaction.
The play-out algorithm induces a non-deterministic state space. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of the state space induced by
our example specification. Each state in this space represents the states of all components and a set of active scenarios.
The play-out algorithm determines which events are possible based on these states. Each state is either a system

![Fig. 2. Excerpt of a state graph induced by our example specification. The nodes represent system states and the labeled edges represent events. Solid arrows indicate that an event is a controllable system event, whereas dashed arrows indicate than an event is an environment event.](image)

Listing 1. Excerpt of a specification for our production system example; comments indicate which guarantee each scenario models
state or an environment state depending on whether the outgoing events are system events (the sending component is controllable) or environment events (the sending component is uncontrollable). We call a sequence of system events which is delimited by environment events but not interrupted by any such events a super step of the system.

To generate executable code from an SML specification compute a deterministic strategy which fulfills a General Reactivity of rank 1 (GR(1)) condition, i.e., which fulfills all guarantees or ensures that at least one assumption cannot be fulfilled. This process is called controller synthesis. A scenario is fulfilled iff on any infinite path through the induced state space all of the scenario’s obligations (e.g., urgent message events) are fulfilled and it is never violated (e.g., by violating a strict order of events). We use Chatterjee’s attractor-based GR(1) game solving algorithm [5] to compute a set of winning states, i.e., the set of states in which the system can fulfill the GR(1) condition regardless of the environment’s behavior (i.e., its choice of events). From the winning states we extract a strategy for the system, which, in that case, is a state space graph in which all system states have exactly one outgoing event. In previous work we even explained how to synthesize a controller which makes the final system behave in an energy-efficient way [9].

4. PLC Code Generation

In our previous work we already presented an approach for generating Structured Text for PLCs from a scenario-based specification via controller synthesis [8]. In this approach we suggested generating a single primary state machine representing the software controller itself (the controller in Fig. 1) and one secondary state machine for every environment component (the two robot arms and the press in Fig. 1). The primary state machine instructs the secondary state machines when to perform which action. The secondary state machines implement these actions and report back when done. The communication between state machines happens via integer state variables and boolean event variables. The primary state machine, which handles the complex interleaving of actions into a coherent system behavior and thus contains a lot of the complexity of the software, is fully generated. Additionally, templates for every secondary state machine are generated. Manual implementation effort is only required for completing the templates of the secondary state machines with hardware-specific instructions, any required hardware-specific initialization, and code for setting sensor variables to TRUE when the appropriate event occurs.

This approach already has desirable properties: a lot of the complex code (the primary state machine) is generated and manual implementation effort is only required for isolated and easier to understand fragments. If the process changes in the sense that the same components perform the same actions but in a different combination, only the fully generated primary state machine needs to be replaced. However, the primary state machine, which is a naive translation of the state graph outlined in Fig. 2 into a state machine using a large CASE ... OF construct, can easily reach thousands or ten thousands of states with each state consisting of multiple statements. This creates very large files which may put a significant burden on tools such as compilers and code editors as they may not expect such large files since handwritten code is usually subdivided into smaller files. In our experience, some tools PLC code editors may even become completely unresponsive when trying to copy and paste the generated primary state machine into one of their code editor windows. Additionally, this naive pattern of code generation relies on the compiler to generate optimized code which quickly jumps to and executes the code for the current state. Furthermore, latencies between the occurrence of an event and its processing are introduced as only one event can be processed in each PLC cycle.

We therefore developed a new approach for generating the primary state machine while keeping the rest of our architecture. In this new approach, an example of which is shown in Listing 2, we generate mapping functions for events. For each environment event appearing in the strategy we create a source and a target integer array (e.g., lines 9 and 10) to represent the mapping function. The lengths of these arrays is equal to number of occurrences of the event within the strategy graph. As an example, to encode the transition from state 6 to state 7 in Fig. 2 there would be an index $i$ s.t. $\text{feedBelt.controller.blankArrived.source}[i] = 6$ and $\text{feedBelt.controller.blankArrived.target}[i] = 7$. The indices $i$ are chosen s.t. that the source array is sorted in ascending order.

If, at runtime, an event occurs, i.e., its respective boolean variable is set to TRUE, we perform a binary search on its associated source array to find the index of the entry with the current value of the global variable $\text{controllerState}$ (e.g., lines 15-18). We then update the $\text{controllerState}$ to the value at the same index in the associated target array. In a loop (lines 13-23), we update the $\text{controllerState}$ until all environment events have been processed or no additional environment event source array contains the current $\text{controllerState}$. The later means we are in a system super step. The code for this loop and the binary search is fully generated. On platforms offering pointers in Structured Text,
VAR // encoding of mapping functions representing state graph - BEGIN
changed := BOOL;
index := INT;
source := ARRAY [0..1000] OF INT := [...]
target := ARRAY [0..1000] OF INT := [...]
feedRobotTarget := ARRAY [0..1000] OF INT := [...]
depositRobotTarget := ARRAY [0..1000] OF INT := [...]
workerRobotTarget := ARRAY [0..1000] OF INT := [...]
feedBelt_controller_blankArrived_source := ARRAY [0..652] OF INT := [...]
feedBelt_controller_blankArrived_target := ARRAY [0..652] OF INT := [...]
END_VAR // encoding of mapping functions representing state graph - END
REPEAT // handling of environment events - BEGIN
changed := FALSE;
changed := (BinarySearch(ADR(feedBelt_controller_blankArrived),
ADR(feedBelt_controller_blankArrived_source),
ADR(feedBelt_controller_blankArrived_target),
(SizeOf(feedBelt_controller_blankArrived_source)/2)-1) <> -1)
OR changed;
END_REPEAT // handling of environment events - END
changed := TRUE;
// handling of system super step - BEGIN
index := BinarySearch(ADR(changed), ADR(source), ADR(target), (SizeOf(source)/2)-1);
IF index <> -1 THEN
  IF feedRobotTarget[index] <> 0 THEN
    feedRobotState := feedRobotTarget[index];
  END_IF
  IF depositRobotTarget[index] <> 0 THEN
    depositRobotState := depositRobotTarget[index];
  END_IF
  IF workerRobotTarget[index] <> 0 THEN
    workerRobotState := workerRobotTarget[index];
  END_IF
END_IF
// handling of system super step - END
END_VAR // encoding of mapping functions representing state graph - END

Listing 2. Example of a generated primary state machine with CODESYS-specific enhancements such as the use of pointers
e.g., CODESYS, the code for the binary search needs to be generated only once and can be reused for every event. For standard-compliant Structured Text, duplicates of the binary search implementation have to be generated. The generated loop and binary search can efficiently handle multiple events in a single PLC cycle, thus reducing the latency compared to our previous approach. Additionally, fewer lines of code are needed.

System events are handled similarly to environment events in the generated code. There is a source and a target array for every super step of the system which encodes controllerState updates (lines 4 and 5). Additionally, there is a single array for every secondary state machine (lines 6-8). The length of these arrays is equal to the number of super steps. The index found in the binary search to update the controllerState is also used to look up the values in all of the secondary state machine arrays (lines 25-36). If any of the looked up values is non-zero, that particular secondary state machine’s state variable is set to the looked up value to represent the issuing of an instruction to perform an action. Since every action performed by an environment component is characterized by two events, a system event marking its beginning and an environment event marking its end, no super step will contain two system events which represent instructions issued to the same secondary state machine. Thus, this approach can efficiently encode all super steps found in the strategy.

We generated code from a specification for the example in Fig. 1 and successfully tested this code in a simulation to ensure that it is working as intended. The strategy, from which the code was generated, consisted of 3017 states and 5958 transitions (after merging system transitions into super steps). Compared to our previous code generation approach, the size of the primary state machine went from 21978 lines of code and a 792128 bytes file size down to 789 lines of code and 97669 bytes for standard-compliant Structured Text and 135 lines of code and 87627 bytes for CODESYS-specific Structured Text. In this case, the new approach required less than 5% of the lines of code compared to the old approach and the file size was reduced by more than 85% for the primary state machine.

5. Related Work

There exists previous work on synthesizing controllers from LSC/SML-style scenarios [4, 10], and other forms of scenarios [13]. Most of these approaches produce finite state controllers or state machines as output, from which
code can be generated. Some consider code generation in particular for robotics/embedded applications [2, 12]. The novelty of our synthesis procedure w.r.t. to the above is that it supports scenario-based specifications with a greater expressive power—assume/guarantee specifications.

There is work on generating PLC code from state machines [15] or Petri nets [16], and using formal methods to verify PLC code [3]. Other work considers synthesis and code generation, some specifically for robotics applications, based on temporal logic specifications such as LTL and its GR(1) fragment [6, 14]. In contrast to temporal logics based approaches, LSCs/SML aim to provide a more intuitive language that is easier to use.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we presented an approach for generating compact and efficient Structured Text executable on PLCs. We generate this code from scenario-based specifications written in SML. Using SML engineers can easily define requirements, desired behavior, and environment assumptions of a system to create a formal assume-guarantee specification. The generated code uses multiple state machines to separate the decision “when to perform which atomic action” from the implementation of each atomic action. After code generation, engineers only need to implement the atomic actions, with their complex interleaving into the desired system behavior having already been generated.
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